across primary studies that were never examined within the studies. For example, a meta-analyst might discover that diabetes education interventions are more effective when delivered to families than when given to individuals, though no single study tested for this difference. The moderator analyses may be the most important contribution of meta-analyses because it identifies patterns across seemingly contradictory studies. Thus, differences related to samples (e.g., gender, ethnicity, disease), interventions (e.g., content, setting, dose), and research methods (e.g., measures) may be revealed by meta-analyses.
The meta-analysis transparent systematic approach has major advantages over other review methods. Rigorous meta-analyses have a priori rules and procedures for searching the primary literature, determining inclusion, selecting variables, extracting valid data, and analyzing findings. The systems of quantifying research in meta-analysis are replicable, an important aspect of scientific examination. Comprehensive searching strategies yield more representative primary studies than would result from searches of only one or two computerized databases. Meta-analysts welcome large numbers of primary studies and implement intricate coding plans to extract reliable data, thereby minimizing reviewer bias. In contrast, narrative reviewers typically seek methods to winnow studies to make the review process more manageable. Arbitrary decisions regarding inclusion may result in unintended bias in their reviews.
Challenges common in meta-analyses include conceptual ambiguities, the nature of the primary studies, primary study report adequacy, fugitive literature and unpublished studies, publication bias, and management of primary study methodological quality in the meta-analysis. Despite these limitations, meta-analysis is a powerful tool for summarizing existing research to inform practice and guide future research. I think Nightingale would endorse using rigorous meta-analyses to advance both nursing practice and science. Vicki S. Conn, PhD, RN, FAAN Editor
